As an improved method of k-nearest neighbor classification, the local mean-based nonparametric classifier had the ability to resist the effects of noise and classify unbalanced data. When selecting the nearest k samples and calculating the distance between the test samples and the local mean-based vectors, it always used Euclidean distance. However, for multi-dimensional data, using Euclidean distance which focused on the difference of the value to determine whether two vectors was similar was not so accurate. To solve this problem, a new local mean-based nonparametric classification method was proposed in this paper. It used the cosine distance which focused more on the difference of the dimension to select the k nearest neighbors and compute the distance between the test samples and the local mean-based vectors. The new local mean-based nonparametric classification method was tested on the UCI datasets: Iris and Wine for different values of k in different test data set, the simulation results show that it outperforms the existing local mean-based nonparametric classifier.
Introduction
Among the classification methods, k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) which was initially proposed in 1968 by Cover and Hart determines the type of samples to be classified based on the categories of the k neighbors. It is an easy method to understand without training, and is more perfect on the side of theory [1] . But it has two major problems. First, when the distribution of samples is uneven, only caring the order of the first k nearest samples not considering the sample density may cause misjudgment, affecting the performance of classification. Second, it is the choice of k. If the value of k is too small, the number of neighbors to be obtained is also too small. This will not only reduce the classification accuracy, but also enlarge the disturbing of noise data. While the k value is too large, increased noise will cause lower classification performance.
With regard to these problems, many scholars in domestic and foreign also have studied [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . For the first problem, we can homogenize the samples' distribution density to improve. Local mean-based nonparametric classifier (LMC) which was proposed by Y. Mitani et al. is a very good improved method. It has the ability to classify unbalanced data [9] . For the second problem, so far, cross-validation (CV) has been usually used to select an exact k value that is relatively good. However, these methods still exist two problems. First, LMC always used Euclidean distance. Since the Euclidean distance focus on the difference between values and is very sensitive to noise characteristics [10] , it cannot well represent the similarity between multidimensional vectors. Second, the CV's reproducibility is poor, and it needs to obtain a suitable and precise value of k.
In order to improve the above problems, this paper proposed a new local mean-based nonparametric classification method (N-LMC). Firstly, this method used cosine distance to measure the similarity between sample data. Secondly, in order to better evaluate the N-LMC method, our experiments will test the classification accuracy of different k values to shield the selection of exact k value, then randomly select different test data set to verify the average classification accuracy of different k for several times. Finally, our method is tested on the UCI datasets [11, 12] .
Related Theory
k-NN. The k-NN algorithm is a relatively mature approach in theory, the idea is very simple and intuitive, and easy to be quickly achieved. The basic idea of k-NN algorithm is: calculating the distance (as similarity) between sample x to be classified and each training samples depending on the distance function, then selecting k samples whose distances are the minimum as the nearest k neighbors of x, and finally x is assigned to the category that most of the nearest k neighbors belong to.
According to k-NN algorithm, we must first look for k neighbors, that is to say, we must find k-nearest training set samples. The similarity is generally computed by Euclidean distance. The Euclidean distance between two n-dimensional sample points a(x 11 ,x 12 ,…,x 1n ) and b(x 21 ,x 22 ,…,x 2n ) can be expressed as
LMC. The local mean-based nonparametric classifier is a lazy, local, non-parametric classifier which was proposed by Y.Mitani and others in 2006. This method can be said to be another improved method of k-NN. The main idea is to calculate the local geometric center of each class as the nearest neighbor of the test sample. This geometric center is known as the "local mean-based vector". Specifically, in LMC, first is to select k samples by Euclidean distance in each class of training samples which are the nearest to test sample, and then use the k samples to calculate the local mean-based vector of each class. Since each class has a local mean-based vector, these vectors can be seen as a represent point of each category. Finally, this method classify the test sample into the category that the nearest local mean-based vector belongs to.
The test results of Y. Mitani et al. showed that LMC had better classification performance comparing with the classic classification algorithms k-NN, Parzen window and artificial neural network (ANN). Furthermore, this method also has the ability to resist the effects of noise and classify unbalanced data.
N-LMC
The new local mean-based nonparametric classification method proposed in this paper is an improved method on the basis of LMC. Firstly, when selecting the k nearest samples of test sample x, it uses cosine distance to measure the similarity between them. Secondly, the distance calculation between test sample x and local mean-based vector also uses cosine distance. The cosine distance between two n-dimensional sample points a(x 11 , x 12 ,…,x 1n ) and b(x 21 ,x 22 ,…,x 2n ) can be expressed as:
The smaller cos (
sim a b ) is, the more dissimilar the two samples are. i.e., the larger
sim a b is, the more similar the two samples are. Because the range of cos is   0,1 , so the similarity of the two samples is   0,1 . Here normalization process is made to the similarity between the samples. Fig. 1 Comparison of Euclidean distance and cosine distance
As can be seen from Fig. 1 , Euclidean distance is to measure the absolute space distance between each point. It is of direct relevance with the position coordinates of each point. However, cosine distance is to measure the angle between the space vectors, which reflects more in the difference of direction, rather than position. Obviously, the cosine distance is more suitable to describe the similarity of multi-dimensional data.
After following the improvements above, the specific algorithm of the new local mean-based nonparametric classification method is described as follows:
Algorithm N-LMC (x, X, k) / * x is the test sample, X is the training sample set, k is the number of the nearest neighbor samples selected in each class * /
Step 1: Using cosine distance to select k nearest samples of the test sample x in each class j  ,
Step 2: Calculating the local mean-based vector for each class j  according to the selected k-nearest neighbor samples in the following method:
Step 3 
Simulation Experiments
The experiments are conducted on two public data sets: Iris Data Set and Wine Data Set. The two data sets are UCI data sets. The basic information is in Table 1 . The general idea of the experiment design is: in order to better verify the classification performance of the N-LMC proposed in this paper, we choose a range of k other than select an accurate k to contrast the classification accuracy of each method. Since the experiments randomly select test data and training data, the test results of a single experiment may be data dependent, we do experiments several times, each time selecting different test set and training set, finally compare the average classification accuracy of each method among these experiments. First, selecting corresponding classification accuracy of different k for each method to compare, the result is shown in Fig. 2 . Then, looping test 10 times, each time selecting different test samples so that we can better compare the classification results. Comparing the average classification accuracy of different k each time for the three methods. The experiment result is shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 2 Classification accuracy of different k Fig. 3 Average classification accuracy of different k As it can be seen from Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , on the Iris data set, when k takes from 3 to 15, the classification accuracy curve jumps largely in the experiments of k-NN. However, classification accuracy curve of N-LMC is relatively smooth and the accuracy rates are higher than k-NN and LMC. Furthermore, the average classification accuracy of different k values of N-LMC is generally higher. This illustrates that the classification performance of N-LMC proposed in this paper is better and more stable than the existing k-NN and LMC. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , on the Wine data set, when k takes from 3 to 20, the classification accuracy of N-LMC is significantly higher than the existing k -NN and LMC. Even if comparing the average value of classification accuracy for different k, the overall effect of N-LMC proposed in this paper is better than k-NN and LMC.
Conclusions
This paper proposes a new local mean-based nonparametric classification method. First, it uses the cosine distance which pays more attention to the difference between the dimensions to measure the similarity between the sample data. Then, it calculates the average classification accuracy of different k values by randomly selecting different test data each time. This not only shields the choice of precise k value but also can test whether the proposed method is suitable for different values of k. Finally, experiments are carried out on two public datasets. The results of experiment 1 and experiment 2 have indicated that the classification performance of the proposed N-LMC in this paper is better than k-NN and LMC. By comparing the experiment 1 and experiment 2, it can be found that on the Wine data set in which the number of sample features is a few more and the number of samples of each class are different, the advantage of N-LMC with respect to k-NN and LMC is more obvious than it is on the Iris data set. It proves that the proposed N-LMC is better suitable for the classification of multidimensional data.
